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A tight-binding-based microscopic theory is developed that accounts for quasilinear conduction bands
appearing commonly in transparent conducting oxides. It is found that the interaction between oxygen p
and metal s orbtials plays a critical role in determining the band structure around the conduction-band
minimum. Under certain types of short-range orders, the tight-binding model universally leads to a
dispersion relation which corresponds to that of the massive Dirac particle. The impact of the graphenelike
band structure is demonstrated by evaluating the electron mobility of highly doped n-type ZnO.
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Combining two opposing material properties of metallic
conductivity and transparency of insulators, transparent
conducting oxides (TCOs) such as ZnO, In2 O3 , SnO2 ,
and their compound structures are widely used in various
electronic, optical, and energy applications [1]. Most TCOs
exhibit n-type conductivity with the electron mobility
ranging over 10–100 cm2 =V  s which is exceptionally
high among oxide families [2]. Recently, the transparent
amorphous semiconducting oxides (TASOs) such as
a-InGaZnO have been receiving a good deal of attention
as they enable flexible and transparent thin film transistors
[3]. The electron mobility of the device was as high as
10 cm2 =V  s which is comparable to typical crystalline
materials. The high conductivity of TASOs is often understood by the large overlap between metal s orbitals [1,3].
On the theoretical side, the band structures of TCOs
have been investigated at various computational levels
[4,5]. It is intriguing that the conduction-band structures
all look similar in spite of disparate atomic structures. We
corroborate this point in Figs. 1(a)–1(c) which show band
structures of ZnO, In2 O3 , and Zn2 SnO4 calculated around
 point within the generalized gradient approximation [6]
plus UðGGA þ UÞ [7]. It is seen that all conduction bands
have a single minimum at the  point and becomes linear
at higher energies. The Fermi surfaces at the (electron)
carrier density of 1021 cm3 are almost spherical (see
insets of the figures), indicating highly isotropic dispersion
relations. Furthermore, the pseudoband structure of
amorphous In2 ZnO4 ða-In2 ZnO4 Þ in Fig. 1(d) also displays
a crystalline dispersion near the conduction bottom.
(Similar observations were also noted in Refs. [9,10].)
One may suspect that the apparent crystalline band of
amorphous structures is an artifact arising from periodic
boundary conditions imposed on the supercell calculations.
To test this, we increased the supercell size for a-In2 ZnO4
along a specific direction by two or three times and
0031-9007=12=108(19)=196404(5)

confirmed that the band structure is well maintained.
(See Supplemental Material Sec. 1 [11].) This implies
that the apparent crystalline band in TASOs is an intrinsic
property of the material and k~ near the  point could be a
good quantum number in spite of the long-range disorder.
The dispersion relations in Fig. 1 are reminiscent of that of
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the massive Dirac particle in the form of E ¼ 2 þ 2 k2 .
The isotropy and universality in band structures of
TCOs and TASOs have been largely understood by the
overlap between cation s orbitals (see Ch. 2 of Ref. [1]).

FIG. 1 (color online). Band structures of (a) ZnO, (b) In2 O3 ,
(c) Zn2 SnO4 (inverse-spinel), and (d) In2 ZnO4 (amorphous). The
energy zero is set to the valence top. The color code in the lowest
conduction bands indicate the weight of oxygen p orbitals (P)
normalized by that of metal s orbitals (MS ). The inset spheres are
Fermi surfaces at the nominal carrier density of 1021 (crystalline)
or 1020 (amorphous) cm3 .
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This is based on the theoretical analysis that the conduction
bottom is dominated by the metal s orbitals that are highly
isotropic and the overlap integral between them is insensitive to the orientational disorder. In Fig. 1, we visualize the
weight of oxygen p orbitals normalized by that of the metal
s orbitals for the lowest conduction bands. Even though
the contribution of oxygen p orbital is negligible right at
the conduction bottom, it becomes progressively significant with increasing energy. Since the universality in band
shapes persists up to these high-energy ranges, the argument based on the overlap between metal s orbitals cannot
fully account for the universal band structure, which calls
for a new microscopic theory. (The importance of oxygen
p orbital was also noted in Ref. [4].) Motivated by the
foregoing discussions, we propose in this Letter a tightbinding (TB) model which can apply to conduction bands
of most TCOs and TASOs.
As the first step, we assume that conduction bands of
TCOs and TASOs are well expanded by an orthonormal
basis set similar to atomic orbitals, jsi, jwi, and jpi, each
representing metal s, and oxygen s and p orbitals, respectively. The existence of such a basis set is in part supported
by investigating the maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) [12] for ZnO in the zinc blende structure
(see Supplemental Material Sec. 2 [11]). For TB parameters, we consider only on-site terms, first-neighbor interactions between jsi and jwi or jpi, and second-neighbor
interactions between jsi. The Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian
matrix for ZnO constructed by MLWFs indicates that other
terms are negligible.
To simplify the Hamiltonian matrix (H ), we examined
local configurations around metal and oxygen atoms in
various crystalline and amorphous structures of TCOs
and TASOs comprising In, Ga, Zn, Cd, and Sn atoms.
(For example, see the first chapter of Ref. [1].) It is found
that most of the local geometries around cations are
close to tetrahedral or octahedral geometries as shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, which is a result of
the octet rule [13]. Under these highly symmetric local
configurations, one can identify various mathematical
conditions on H ; in the case of metal atoms at the center
of oxygen tetrahedra or octahedra, the following relation
holds among the Hamiltonian matrix elements to the
~
lowest order of jkj:
hsjH

N
X

~ ~
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s~ ^
eikdj jpn;j
^ i ’ i k  n;

hsjH

N
X

~ ~

eikdj jwj i ’ s ;

(2)

j¼1

where s is the parameter proportional to ss bonding
between metal and oxygen s orbitals. This relation will be
named ‘‘isotropic’’ coupling. The important property of
parallel and isotropic coupling is that they do not depend
on the orientation of oxygen polyhedra.
On the other hand, the cations surrounding an oxygen
atom mostly form the tetrahedral geometry. (Triangular
structures can appear when Sn atoms are abundant; see
below.) In the case of the tetrahedral configuration, similar
relations as above can be derived for jwi and jpi (for
simplicity, we assume that all neighboring cations are of
the same species at the moment):
hpn^ jH

N
X

~ ~

^
eikdj jsj i ’ ip k~  n;

(3)

j¼1

hwjH

N
X

~ ~

eikdj jsj i ’ w ;

(4)

j¼1

where j runs over neighboring cations. Because of
the high-coordination numbers, we assume the isotropic
coupling between jsi’s with the coupling constant of
 [14].
Under the above conditions of parallel and isotropic coupling, one can obtain the eigenstates and eigenvectors in an
analytic way. For now, we consider only binary oxides and
assume that sðpÞ and sðwÞ are uniform throughout the material. However, the formulation is not limited to crystalline
structures but also applicable to amorphous materials as long
as the short-range order assumes one of those in Fig. 2. We first
construct Bloch-like propagating states that linearly combine
all orbitals in the system with the phase factor propagating
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ P
~ ~
along a k~ vector: jSk~ i ¼ 1=q qj¼1 eikdj jsj i, jPn;^ k~ i ¼
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ Pr
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Pr
~ ~
~ d~j
ik
jwj i,
1=r j¼1 eikdj jpn;j
^ i, and jWk~ i ¼ 1=r j¼1 e
where q and r are numbers of cations and anions in the
whole system, respectively. Note that the orthonormality is
~
maintained between states with different types and/or k’s.

(1)

j¼1

where N is the number of neighboring oxygen atoms, d~j is
the displacement vector from the center to the jth oxygen
^ In Eq. (1), s
atom, and jpn;j
^ i is its p orbital pointing to n.
is a parameter depending on the hopping integral for
sp bonding. We call the relation in Eq. (1) ‘‘parallel’’
coupling. The corresponding relation between jsi and jwi
orbitals is

FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic pictures of the local geometry
around metal and oxygen atoms in TCOs and TASOs.
(a) Tetrahedral and (b) octahedral geometries.
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Next, we consider their linear combination with undetermined coefficients fci g:
jk~ i ¼ c1 jSk~ i þ c2 jWk~ i þ c3 jPx;k~ i þ c4 jPy;k~ i þ c5 jPz;k~ i: (5)
Owing to above parallel and isotropic coupling, H jk~ i
can be expressed as a linear combination of the five Blochlike states. This leads to the following 5  5 Hamiltonian
matrix:
1
0 s
 þ   ikx iky ikz
C
B
B

w
0
0
0 C
C
B
C
B
p
C
;
(6)
H ¼B
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where s;w;p indicate the on-site energy of each basis,  ¼
qﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃ
q s
q s
r w
r p
r  ¼ q , and  ¼ r  ¼ q . Furthermore, because of the strong  interaction between jsi and jwi, the
conduction bands consist of antibonding states of jSk~ i and
jWk~ i with relative coefficients almost constant. As such, we
consider only the higher-energy state, jk~ i ¼ cosjSk~ i 
sinjWk~ ið0 <  < 2 Þ, which is obtained by diagonalizing
2  2 submatrix in the upper left corner of Eq. (6). This
effectively reduces the Hamiltonian to the following 4  4
matrix:
1
0
~ y ik
~ z
~ x ik
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For multicomponent TCOs or TASOs, the oxygen atoms
can be surrounded by different metal species. The applicability of the above approach critically depends on the
degree of variations in the TB parameters, particularly
those between jsi and jpi. We compared this parameter
among Zn-O, In-O, and Sn-O by examining the band
structures of binary phases and it is found that the variation
is 10%. Therefore, the above TB approach may also
play as a reasonable approximation in the multicomponent
structures.
Next, we compare the TB results with the first-principles
calculations. As a reference system, we choose ZnO in the
zinc-blende structure but the same conclusions can be
drawn for wurtzite ZnO. The discrete symbols in Fig. 3(a)
show the conduction bands along different k~ directions.
The solid line in the same figure is a fitted curve with the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~2 k2 with parameters of 0 ¼
form of E ¼ 0 þ 2 þ 
~ ¼ 8:50  105 m=s. The
1:55 eV,  ¼ 0:86 eV, and =@
good agreement between first-principles and TB energies
can be seen up to the nominal carrier density of 1021 cm3 .
Equation (9) also implies that the oxygen p orbitals
are always parallel to the k~ vector. This is confirmed in
Fig. 3(b) which shows that the local projection to the oxygen
p orbitals orthogonal to k~ is negligible (see jP? =MS j).
In contrast, the relative weight of oxygen p orbitals pointing



~ ¼  cos and the on-site energies are shifted to
where 
simplify the diagonal components. We note that a similar
Hamiltonian was identified in the topologically trivial insulator CoSb3 [15]. The three lowest eigenstates and eigenvalues of Eq. (7) correspond to the valence band, which is not
of concern here. The highest eigenvalue and eigenstate for the
conduction band are given as follows:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~2 k2
E ¼ 2 þ 
(8)
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
(9)
jk~ i ¼
j ~ i þ i
jP ^ ~ i;
1 þ 2 k
1 þ 2 k;k
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~2 k2 þ  and 2 ¼ 2 þ 
~2 k2  .
where 1 ¼ 2 þ 
Equation (8) is indeed the dispersion relation of the massive
Dirac particles as was hinted in the introduction. One important property of the eigenfunction in Eq. (9) is that oxygen
~ which is a consequence of
p orbitals are always parallel to k,
the isotropic coupling. This will be confirmed by the firstprinciples results below.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Conduction bands of cubic ZnO
along various k~ directions. The solid line is the fitted dispersion
relation. The Fermi levels at 0 K corresponding to various
(electron) carrier densities (cm3 ) are indicated by dashed
horizontal lines. The consideration of finite-temperature
Fermi-Dirac distributions shifts down the Fermi level slightly (
0:01 eV at 300 K). (b) The relative ratio of oxygen p orbitals
parallel or perpendicular to k~ (jPk =Ms j and jP? =Ms j, respectively). The solid line indicates the result with parameters fitted
in (a). (c) and (d) show the square of wave functions at specific k~
points. The black dots indicate oxygen atoms.
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pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~ k =MS jÞ is in good accordance with 2 =1
along kðjP
 (A scaling factor of
with the above values of  and .
1.16 is multiplied.) Figures 3(c) and 3(d) confirm the parallel relation more directly. In addition, the eigenstate in
Eq. (9) indicates that the ratio between coefficients of
jk~ i and jPk;^ k~ i is pure imaginary, and this is also confirmed
by examining the phase relation among orbital projections
of a specific state.
Good agreement is found for every crystalline and amorphous structure that we examined (see Supplemental
Material Sec. 3 [11]) although jP? =MS j is not negligible
in some materials due to deviation from the ideal geometries in Fig. 2. The distortion might be exacerbated in
amorphous structures by the unrealistic quenching speed.
For SnO2 , the oxygen atoms are surrounded by the triangular coordination of cations and obey a slightly modified
form of the isotropic coupling. Nevertheless, the band
structures and eigenfunctions are well described by the
present tight-binding model. (There is, however, a biaxial
character [16] from the distorted octahedra as shown in
Supplemental Material Sec. 3 [11].)
To examine the impact of graphenelike band structures
on the transport property, we investigate the electron mobility of single crystalline ZnO. In particular, we focus on
the dependence on the carrier density since the band structure becomes markedly linear at high carrier densities.
There are several scattering mechanisms that limit the
electron mobility in single crystals [17]. Among them, it
has been shown that the polar optical phonon (POP) and
ionized impurity (II) scattering mechanisms dominate in
ZnO [18]. (Our own calculation with free-electron model
also confirms this.) Therefore, we consider these two scattering mechanisms in the following. For the model of
II scattering, we employ the Brooks-Herring model but
evaluate the density of carriers screening the impurity
based on the density of states that results from Eq. (8).
In applying the Fermi golden rule to evaluating the
scattering rate for each mechanism, the overlap integral
between periodic parts of incoming and outgoing Bloch
states are typically set to one [17]. In TCOs, however, the
prefactor critically depends on the energy and scattering
angle when the full quasilinear band structure is considered. This is confirmed in Fig. 4(a) which shows that the
overlap integral for the elastic scattering mechanism is
significantly reduced at high energies and large scattering
angles. This is akin to the suppression of backward scattering in graphene [19] and is a result of chiral symmetry
characteristic of the linear band. The rest of the computational details are based on the first-order Born approximation that is well developed in semiconductor theory [17]
with parameters used in [18].
The mobility is evaluated from the low-field solution of
Boltzmann transport equation in which the total scattering
time ( ) is obtained by Mathiessen’s rule, 1= ¼ 1= POP þ
1= II [20]. Figure 4(b) displays the total drift mobility and
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) The overlap integral between
the lattice-periodic parts of eigenfunctions with respect to the
scattering angle and electron energy. The elastic scattering is
assumed. (b) The computed total drift mobility of electrons in
ZnO with respect to carrier densities. The circles are experimental
data in Ref. [18]. The apparent divergence of individual mobility at
1018 cm3 is due to the linear scale; the mobility is always finite.

individual contributions evaluated at 300 K. We note that
the finite-temperature Fermi-Dirac distribution is used for
the calculation. It is shown that POP and II scattering
dominate in the low and high carrier density regions,
respectively. The experimental data on the epitaxial film
of Ga-doped ZnO are also marked as circles [18]. It is seen
that the theoretical values are bigger than the experimental
data consistently by 100 cm2 =V  s. This might be due to
the first-order Born approximation which tends to overestimate the electron mobility. Considering higher order
terms and multiple scattering, the electron mobility is
likely to be lowered, but further investigation is beyond
the present scope [21]. Nevertheless, the overall dependence is in good agreement with experiment. In particular,
the carrier density showing the minimum mobility agrees
well between theory and experiment (  1019 cm3 ). We
note that the previous model assumed in Ref. [18] was
not able to reproduce the minimum mobility. The fact that
the upshift occurs at high carrier densities hints that the
suppressed backscattering in Fig. 4(a) contributes to this.
To verify this, the mobility is recalculated in Fig. 4(b) with
the overlap part set to one (see the dashed line). It can be
seen that the upshift is significantly suppressed, underscoring the importance of the angle-dependent overlap integral
which is characteristic of the graphenelike band structure.
It is noted that quasilinear band structures can be observed in other materials such as Si and GaAs over a certain
~
k-space
region. However, we stress that the uniqueness in
TCOs is that the dispersion relation is insensitive to the
medium- and long-range orders due to the parallel and
isotropic coupling conditions. This does not hold for other
classes of materials which require a perfect tetrahedral
ordering throughout the whole crystal for the existence of
quasilinear bands.
In summary, we provided a TB-based microscopic
theory that addresses the universality in conductionband shapes of TCOs and TASOs. Under certain types
of short-range orders, the matrix elements satisfies the
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parallel and isotropic coupling relations, which leads to the
universal dispersion relation similar to that of the massive
Dirac particle, even in amorphous structures. The impact
of the graphenelike band structure was demonstrated by
evaluating the electron mobility of highly doped ZnO.
The quasilinear band structure should be critical in the
low-dimensional system such as surfaces and interfaces.
In this respect, 2DEG appearing in the MgZnO=ZnO
heterostructure is particularly interesting [22]. Last, we
note that the present analysis and conclusions are relevant
for n-type TCOs, not for p-type ones.
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